
Underline the idiom in each sentence and write what it means.

1) After winning seven gold medals over several years, the sprinter decided to call it a day.

2) Mom says I can enroll in any graduate program that I wish to. The ball is in my court now.

3) My missing the bus today was truly a blessing in disguise.

4) You can still work hard and improve your grades. Is crying over spilt milk going to help?

5) Jessica is not joining us for sports practice today, as she's feeling a bit under the weather.

6) If you want to do well, you have to practice a lot and go the whole nine yards.

7) Please stop beating around the bush, and tell us what is to be done now.

8) Why did you let the cat out of the bag about my Canadian trip?
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Example: Ms. Jean is always willing to guide her students at the drop of a hat.

without any hesitation or instantly

Idioms are a group of words, having a particular meaning that's entirely 

di!erent from what each word separately means. 
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Underline the idiom in each sentence and write what it means.

1) After winning seven gold medals over several years, the sprinter decided to call it a day.

to stop working on something

2) Mom says I can enroll in any graduate program that I wish to. The ball is in my court now.

It is up to you to take the next step.

3) My missing the bus today was truly a blessing in disguise.

something that seems bad at !rst, but eventually brings good results

4) You can still work hard and improve your grades. Is crying over spilt milk going to help?

to regret about something that has already happened or can't be changed

5) Jessica is not joining us for sports practice today, as she's feeling a bit under the weather.

slightly ill

6) If you want to do well, you have to practice a lot and go the whole nine yards.

everything you can possibly do, have or want in a situation

7) Please stop beating around the bush, and tell us what is to be done now.

to speak vaguely so as to avoid talking about an unpleasant or sensitive topic 

8) Why did you let the cat out of the bag about my Canadian trip?

to reveal something either by accident or as a surprise

Example: Ms. Jean is always willing to guide her students at the drop of a hat.

without any hesitation or instantly

Idioms are a group of words, having a particular meaning that's entirely 

di!erent from what each word separately means. 
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